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From: Sean Craig [mailto:Sean_Craig@gov.nt.ca] 
Sent: March 2, 2017 9:11 PM
To: Katherine Ades <Katherine_Ades@gov.nt.ca>; Tyree Mullaney <tyree@mvlwb.com>
Cc: William Chapple <William_Chapple@gov.nt.ca>; Vince Miller <Vince.Miller@ledcor.com>; John
Voogel <John.Voogel@ledcor.com>; Hansi Liu-Atkinson <Hansi.Liu-Atkinson@ledcor.com>; Arthur
Tobac <ndl_manager@yamoga.ca>
Subject: Additional Remediation at Loon River
 
Hi Katherine and Tyree.
 
Today I had a face to face meeting with the RRC, some of the local environmental monitors and
N'heraten to discuss the proposed plan for remediation and erosion and sediment control at the loon.
Also, to reflect your note Katherine that additional erosion and sediment control measures should be
taken at the loon we too discussed this and came up with some different thoughts that we want to
propose. I believe with the slopes as well as the fluid release at the loon there likely isn't a case of being
over safe so I hope what I can explain to you below makes sense and meets your requirements. I will
also say that if more needs to be done, we will certainly look to satisfy any of your requirements but feel
the additional measures proposed will hopefully meet your needs or at least get closer to what needs to
be done. I will apologize now as I have attached a hand sketch with a written description of what our
thinking is. Hopefully Ecofor or Hansi can produce a mosaic which gives a clearer picture.
 
Brief description:
 
To the East of the North Slope conduct a recon adjacent to Fluid release locations on the west, to ensure
that there was no loss on the East side of the trail. If mud is found remove as much by shovel
 
On Fluid release side, additional diversion berms, straw wattles to be placed from west of trail into bush
to contain any further release to flow from west to east and enter trail slope.
 
You will notice the existing retaining wall / with sandbags. Although it was originally said to remove this
structure, as extra precaution from the three release points, we believe that at least the sandbags should
remain in place as an extra precaution if any additional fluid beings to make way through bush down to
trail.
 
Supporting the point above, you will note the existing retaining wall/sandbags are north of where the
fluid entered trail. Ledcor, Ecofor and EM's propose to walk from just the south of where the mud
entered the trail to determine the extent and distance of fluid west, south and east on west side of the
trail up to the point of the existing retaining wall/sandbags. 
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If Mud is found- Carefully Remove as much as possible by shovel
From the the lowest point mud is found, moving approximately 5-10 feet to the south "snake" sandbags
and straw wattles through trees to eliminate further migration towards the river. 
Straw Wattles and Sandbags to be placed to the south of the existing retaining wall to eliminate any
additional mud from entering trail from South of retaining wall to main location of mud release point from
bush to trail.
 
Where mud did encroach the river, snow/mud was excavated towards snowfill for ice bridge. That third
of the river, snow would be transported to one of our pre-approved disposal sites (in addition to any mud
removed from bush by shovel).
 
Additional sandbags/straw wattles will be placed near south of north slope for added protection for any
frozen mud that was unable to be scraped due to fear of damage of duff layer or banks. We are cautions
that we do not berms to close to the bank in the off chance that those materials could have potential to
enter the river which we are trying to avoid as well. 
 
I do hope that this makes sense and that it comes closer to meeting the need for additional measures
put in place on the north slope. 
 
Thank you in advance.
Sean 




